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Listed below are just a few examples of real business Growth and ROI
Achievements delivered to our client s:

Drove new membership
signups on Complete
Curriculum to 60 per day
with launch of new SEO
campaign targeting high
traffic keywords.

signups per day
Request for Quote

3-4

J
visit per day

Daily site sales
250%

Grow

Increased on-site lead
generation through Request
for Quote submissions on
Global Interpreting, from 0
per day to 3-4per day. This
was achieved with the
launch of a professionally
re-designed web site and SEO

Upon optimizing AB
Restaurant Equipment and
getting them to the first page
for ALL Tier 7keywords, daily
site sales grew by 250%.

One company combined offline and on line
marketing to increase subscriptions by

124%
For another company search
alone produced an

lift in sales

One marketer convinced her business
leaders to start testing and drove a
201 % gain in the process

compared with display at
76%, and 779% when search
and display are combined

119%

Gain

Sales/Leads

3() 0/o
Yet another company
yielded a 7 79% sales
increase through
search optimization

For one client, through our Visitor Conversion Strategy Development of on site
improvements, we increased conversions
of site traffic into Sales/ Leads by 30%

Sales increase

We are Agents of Growt h. We measure ourselves based on performance. Our only objective is to help you grow your business. We take pride in the results
we have achieved for our clients and how we have made a tremendous impact on their bottom line. Tracking this on a monthly basis allows us to st ay
focused on the objectives and goals for you our clients. This is what you can expect from Vayumedia.
Become one of our loyal customers who have enjoyed real growth through our internet marketing effort, as outlined in the REAL RESULTS above.

Imagine what we can do to Grow Your Traffic
~ Conversion ~ Leads ~ Sales

